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‘SITUATED IN A
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION’



ISAACS ON THE QUAY
Set alongside a scenic harbour, Isaacs on the Quay makes a beautiful wedding 

venue.

Once partly derelict and at risk of being lost forever, Isaacs on the Quay is a Grade 

1 listed building that dates back to early 15th Century and is now one of the most 

popular venues in Suffolk.

Isaacs on the Quay has been lovingly restored and is now well known for its unique 

and relaxed atmosphere.





With the Ceremony Room and its magnificent exposed timber beams, vaulted ceilings, 

beautiful décor and atmospheric lighting, the most popular phrase we hear is “wow”.

Accommodating up to 80 guests, the Ceremony Room’s enchanting ambience makes it 

the perfect place for a wedding ceremony and can be arranged to your taste and to suit 

your number of guests.

THE CEREMONY ROOM

‘THE MOST POPULAR
 PHRASE WE HEAR IS “WOW”...’



IT’S YOUR SPECIAL DAY
Isaacs on the Quay is fully licensed to conduct Weddings, Civil Ceremonies and 

Civil Partnerships. It is a unique and stunning venue, whether you want a simple 

ceremony, an elegant wedding breakfast, a full-on party or all of the above!

However, it’s not about us and what we can do. It’s about you. You are unique. Your 

wedding at Isaacs on the Quay will be unique. Our team are here to listen to you, 

support you and help turn your thoughts, ideas and wishes, into a truly special 

experience.



We can be involved in as much or as little of the fine details as you like.  We can 

supply chair covers, flowers, a photographer, a video producer, or we’re equally happy 

to work with yours.

There is a trend for weddings to become less traditional as couples no longer want to 

do what everyone else does, they want to do it their way. That is at the heart of what 

weddings at Isaacs on the Quay are about.

‘AT ISAACS, YOU ARE UNIQUE....’



Isaacs
WEDDINGS AT

‘GREAT FOR
 A GIRLS’ NIGHT IN’



Why not extend your Wedding Day by booking the Merchant’s Guest House? Built 

in 1636, the house is a captivating place to stay either before the ‘I do’s’ or for your 

first night and will help you feel relaxed, comfortable and “at home” long before the 

guests arrive.

The Guest House boasts four double rooms, sleeping up to 14 people, including the 

stunning Bridal Suite, beautiful views of Ipswich’s waterfront and is full of charming 

historical features.

MERCHANT’S GUEST HOUSE



FINE CUISINE
With catering from Isaacs on the Quay you 

can expect fine food. Whether you choose a 

simple buffet, an elegant dining experience, 

or want to break from tradition and go for 

something entirely different, selecting from 

one of our three menus.

We are flexible and can make things as 

formal or as relaxed as you want them to be 

and can cater for special dietary requirements 

and allergies.

Choose from our range of carefully chosen 

fine wines and champagnes, or if you’d 

simply prefer a cup of tea, that’s possible too!

We want you to have a happy day filled with 

what is most important to you and we will 

be happy to assist with your best interests at 

heart.



Photos are for illustration purposes only



‘ISAACS HAS SUCH A GREAT ATMOSPHERE
 AND IS FULL OF CHARACTER’



YOU CAN’T FAKE AMBIENCE
If you are at ease, then your guests are at ease; the atmosphere builds and suddenly 

everyone starts enjoying themselves…

Isaacs on the Quay has two charming yet informal reception areas ideal for post-

ceremony drinks, with well-stocked bars, access to a private garden and a sun terrace 

with stunning views of the Quay.

Our beautifully renovated building has many charming features which help create the 

perfect backdrop for your wedding photos, including vaulted windows overlooking the 

Quay and fully-restored corn-dressing machinery room.



Isaacs
WEDDINGS AT



A wedding is a celebration and a celebration means a party! If a lively atmosphere is 

what you want, then look no further than Isaacs on the Quay. It’s what we do!

With fully stocked private bars overlooking the Quay, dedicated staff and 

sophisticated sound system, Isaacs on the Quay is a venue which helps make you and 

your guests feel special. Feeding off the atmosphere of the weekend crowd, you can 

party into the small hours to round off a day you will never forget.

PARTY TIME

Isaacs
‘HAVING YOUR WEDDING AT ISAACS WILL 

BE A SPECIAL AND MEMORABLE DAY’





LET US HELP
Of course, it’s more than a party; it’s your wedding day. It’s too important to leave 

details to chance.

We love what we do and we take organising a wedding very seriously. Behind the 

scenes it takes almost military precision and fanatical attention to detail to make 

everything look this relaxed! Our professionalism, experience and organisational 

flexibility are on hand to ensure you simply have to focus on enjoying your day.

Our role on the day is to be there when you need us but to be virtually invisible when 

you don’t. We are in the background providing a discreet helping hand, making sure 

everything happens when it should and ensuring your guests are happy, relaxed and 

well looked after.

‘IT’S TOO IMPORTANT
 TO LEAVE DETAILS TO CHANCE...’
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HOW TO FIND US
Located on Ipswich’s Waterfront, Isaacs on the Quay offers a magical location for 

your wedding day. Isaacs on the Quay is also close to the town centre and easily 

accessible from all major routes, with the train station only a 20 minute walk away. 

Car parking is widely available throughout the area. The Sat Nav Post Code for Isaacs 

is IP4 1AS. 

With thanks to East Coast Photography, Andy Chambers Photography and Lightworks Photography for the 

use of the images contained within this brochure.

With thanks to East Coast Photography, Andy Chambers Photography, Lightworks Photography and Elm 

Studios Photographers for the use of  the images contained within this brochure.
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